INTRODUCTION
One of the important goals of analytical chemistry is to report the detection and determination of the smallest concentration or, sometimes, amount of the analyte, that may be achieved with a reasonable certainty when using a given procedure. Consequently, performance of a specified trace analysis method is commonly characterised by the limit of detection (ref. 1-19) and the limit of quantification (quantitation, determination) (ref. 5-9) . The following definitions of the limit of detection, LOD, given by the International Union of Pure and Applied Chemistry (IUPAC) and the American Chemical Society (ACS), respectively, are commonly accepted:
(1) The limit of detection, expressed as a concentration or quantity, is derived from the smallest measure that can be detected with reasonable certainty for a given analytical procedure (ref. 1,2). (2) The limit of detection is the lowest concentration of an analyte that the analytical process can reliably detect (ref. 5). The limit of quantification, LOQ, is not defined in the IUPAC publications (ref. 1-4) , although its numerical definition is given in an ACS document (ref. 5) . The LOQ has been introduced to provide supplemental statistical separation of the blank measurement and true analyte signal distributions (ref. 8) and invented because the LOD was not considered satisfactory for quantitative analysis (ref. 9) . Thus, it can be defined in words that the limit of quantification refers to the smallest concentration or the mass which can be quantitatively analysed with reasonable reliability by a given procedure.
For the sake of convenience, we will only refer in this paper to the analyte concentration (omitting the mass of the analyte), and to avoid possible confusion in terminology, the limit of quantification will be used instead of the limit of determination.
In this work statistically based definitions and methodology for correctly and unambiguously calculating LOD and LOQ will be presented. Initially, the relevant theory for calculating the LOD is summarised and a new concept of numerical defining the LOQ is given. Subsequently, procedures for the treatment of real experimental signals are described, as is the correct way of using the t-distribution and the appropriate transfer from the signal to the concentration domain.
Different ways of the calculation of both limits are compared in this paper using five common methods of electrochemical trace analysis. The particular example to which the methods are applied is the reduction of Cd(ll) and oxidation of cadmium amalgam since the electrode process (1)
2+
Cd + x H g + 2e-<===> Cd(Hg), represents a standard example of an ideally diffusion controlled reversible redox couple in electrochemistry. It is reasonable to expect similar results for other diffusion controlled systems but not of course for systems exhibiting irreversible or surface based processes. The experimental conditions in all five methods for the determination of cadmium were kept as equivalent as possible. A mercury working electrode and 0.01 mol/L HCI base electrolyte were used in all cases.
THEORY

Limits of detection and auantification in the sianal domain usina the normal distribution
The signal value, yo, corresponding to the limit of defecfion, must reflect the value of the true signal (related to some non-zero analyte concentration) which is significantly different from the blank signal value. In contrast to the IUPAC convention (ref. 1-4) , the yo signal value is defined in the ACS document (ref. 5) and some other works (e.g. ref. 7,9,12,13) in terms of population statistics, i.e. the population mean, ,ub, and the population standard deviation, q,, of the blank signal, as in the equation:
where kD = 3 (ref. 5) . This definition corresponds to a lOO(1 -a) = 99.865% probability that the blank signal does not exceed the LOD (pb + 30b) value (one-sided statistical test). Furthermore, this method of treating the blank signal considers only a type I error (or a error, see Fig. l ) , which in the above case is very low since 100a = 0.135%. However, with the definition yD = ,ub + 30, there is still a 100p = 50% probability that the true signal could be considered as a blank signal (type II error, or /3 error -see Fig. 1 ). This is a large error term so that Currie (ref. 9) and others (c.f. ref. 7 ) suggested the use of this limit at a higher signal value where the probabilities of the type II and the type I error are comparable. For instance, if 1OOp = 100a = 0.135% then this limit is defined as pb + 6ab. Such a signal value can be referred to the limit of detection by Currie and others, whilst use of the p b + 30b approach is said to give the decision limit (ref. 7,9) . Other possible confusion can be found in the chemical literature, e.g. Kaiser (ref. 10, 15) called the signal value at &, + 60, the limit of guarantee of purify, whereas Boumans (ref. 13) named it the identification limit. For the sake of clarity we will avoid the use of such a nomenclature and will use the factor kD = 3 in connection with the limit of detection yo, and the symbol k, will be used when we wish to refer to the factor of 6 ; so that in general y, = & + k/ 0 , .
For the signal y,, which is related to the limit of quantification, it follows (ref. 5-9,13):
where k, = 10. The use of the factor of 10 as introduced in the ACS definition has no statistical significance, so we will attempt to elucidate the logical link of y, to yD and yl , and then define an alternative but statistically significant k, value to define LOQ.
It has been stated that signal values between ,ub + kD0b and ,ub + k & , represent a region of defecfion (ref. 5,7) , suitable according to Currie (ref. 9 ) only for qualitative analysis. If a true analyte signal at the y, level were considered, it follows that the probability 1OOy to exceed ,ub + 1oab value is 0.00317%. It therefore seems logical to use for k, the value which would provide the same probability 1OOy= 1OOp = 1OOa. This coincidence is achieved exactly for k, = 9 when y, and yD are symmetrically placed with respect to y, (Fig. 1 , part A) that defines the signal value nt which the analytejust surely can be defected. In addition to such a selection of the upper border of the region of detection (where y is used as a type I error), there exists a stronger reason for this choice based on the type II error of the signal at y, : At the signal level distant by g a b from the population blank mean, the significance level y , expressing the risk that a single signal measured in quantitative analysis is below the limit where it can be surely detected (i.e. y,), is the same as when determining a and /3 errors in the previous discussion: y = / 3 = a.
This concept leads to the following statistically consistent definitions :
(4a-c) or in terms of the blank population mean &: so that k/ = 2kD and k, = 3kD.
It is important to recognize that an extraordinarily high 99.865 % probability has been used in the literature for the LOD definition by assuming kD = 3 or k, = 6. In contrast, in the actual evaluation of chemical data the probabilility 95% ( a = 0.05) is commonly used and only sometimes (e.9. in the case of standardisation experiments) the 99% probability (a = 0.01) is needed. However, if 99% were used, then the previously defined k-factors have the smaller values of kD = 2.326, k, = 4.652, and k, = 6.978 (or 7.753 if k, = 10 is used rather than our preferred value of k, = 9).
LOD and LOQ calculation in the sianal domain usina the Student distribution
Previous treatments of the LOD and the LOQ have been formulated in terms of the population characterics p b and q, related to the blank signal, which assume that numerous measurement have been made (Note a). However, in practice, only a limited number of observations of the blank signal, nb, are made in analytical chemistry. The same is true for each of the signal observations performed in the presence of the analyte, ne, used for construction of the calibration plot, inevitably required in the IUPAC and ACS recommended methods of the LOD and the LOQ determinations, by finding the concentration counterparts to the signals yo and yQ . Thus, for real analytical experiments, which are based on a limited data set, the following changes need to be considered:
(1) Replacement of the population characteristics p b and 0 , by the sample characteristics i b and s b .
Note a: Discussion of the most recent literature is included in the section entitled Recent Developments (2) Use of the appropriate Student t-distribution, chosen according to the number of degrees of freedom, v, which is related to the number of measurements, n (denoted specifically by n b for the blank or n, for the analyte observations): vb = n b -1 or v,= n, -1 .
( 3 ) An appropriate choise of the probability P = lOO(1 -a)% (or corresponding significance level a), which should be lower than P = 99.865%.
After incorporation of points (1) The term (1 + 1/f?b)1'2, expresses the correction for the uncertainty of the i b -p b determination and is maximal for the smallest n b and approaches 1 for sufficiently large nb.
This term also expresses the extent to which the kD coefficient exceeds the t( vb , a) critical value:
The same strategy of one-sided hypotheses tests can be applied to the y, and k, as well as to the yQ and kQ calculations, assuming: (a) y' and k, are calculated initially and then the value of yo is established using the precalculated y/ value, and (b) that in this region, the signals corresponding to the analyfe are measured and n,, v, and s , are used instead of n b , vb and sb. On this basis it follows that or, using substitutions for yo and yl from eqs. (9, 11) :
The calculations are particularly simple if n, = nb, in which case:
If the equality of variances, s,? = s t , were valid, the last terms in eqs.
(1 5) and (16) would be 2sb and 3sb, respectively, as it can be seen in Fig. 1, as it is shown in sections B and C.
The possibility of choosing the intercept of the calibration plot, 9 0 , instead of the mean blank signal, Yb, as the zero (reference) point for the evaluation of the net signal values relevant to LOD and LOQ, as well as the possibility of selecting different forms of projection onto the concentration axis, enables the LOD and LOQ concentration values to be determined in severa I ways.
Prior to presenting an overview of the most important methods for the determination of concentration LOD and LOQ values a few general points need to be noted.
(a) The blank signals (for c = 0 ) generally need to be included in the regression procedure, even though it may look strange (for some analysts) when a point having both coordinates exactly equal to zero is involved in the calculation, as occurs when the mean values of replicative net signals are treated in the calibration procedure.
(b) The most recommended calibration design is that consisting of the same number of replicafive signal measurements for each concentration. The case in which the mean values of unequal number of replications are used in the calibration plot needs careful attention. The inequality might for example be a consequence of the rejection of outliers. Adequate weighing of the mean signal values can be then performed by using the number of replications in the weighted regression as described in Appendix 1. In general, a proper treatment of the regression procedure is needed regardless of whether the calibration plot consists of net or gross signal data andlor individual or averaged signal values. Surprisingly, important statistical details related to the calibration design and a relevant treatment of data in the regression analysis are rarely described in the analytical literature.
(c) For ease of presentation and because of its general importance, the mentioned reference point, relevant to the different methods of calculation of concentration LOD and LOQ values, generally will be denoted as yR in the following text.
A. Classical aRPfOaCh based on IUPAC and ACS definitions
The most common application based on the IUPAC and ACS definitions employs the mean blank signal, i b , as the basis (reference point value) for the calculation of the signal LOD and LOQ values, regardless of the intercept position of the calibration plot. These values are yo and yQ, as expressed by eqs. (2) and (3) with p b and 0, replaced by i b and s b , or, alternatively, by kDsb and k&, for gross and net (mean blank corrected) signals, resp. On this basis, it follows that the line parallel to the calibration plot has to be used for the projection of the LOD and LOQ signals onto the concentration axis in order to fit geometrically to the accepted (ref. 6) numerical relationships: which are valid for kD = 3 and k, = 10, resp. The mentioned auxiliary parallel line passes through j b on the gross signal axis (or through zero on the net signal axis) and has the same slope 91 as the calibration line (Fig. 2a) . Another alternative of the standard approach, SA2, removes the need of any auxiliary line by using the intercept as the point of reference, yR = 9 0 , as it is natural in any calibration procedure (Fig. 2b) . In this case, if the condition 9 0 > i b is valid, then the found LOD and LOQ concentration values may be underestimated; moreover, if 9 0 > yD (i.e. larger than Ub + + k&), then the found LOD value may be even negative! On the other hand, if 9 0 < i b , then the LOD and LOQ values may be larger than the "true" values. The conditionality of such statements follow from the fact that the incorrect position of the calibration curve (i.e.
inaccurate Q~ and 9 0 , being an error following from ( b ) ) may either compensate for the above-mentioned effect or may cause the error to be enhanced. The same situation prevails as far as the error described in (c) is concerned. The use of the t-distribution and introduction of the correction factor (1 + 1 /nb)1'2, as suggested previously (eqs. ( 8 ) -(~9))~ eliminates the error described in (c). However, the errors relevant to (a) and (b) in the projection procedure, remain.
Several modifications of the clasical IUPAC and ACS models have been published which incorporate various kinds of improvements. In this paper a few alternatives will be presented, particularly those in which regression quantities are incorporated into the LOD calculation.
Another alternative to the classical definitions, which will be denoted as the regression approach, RA, was developed in ref. 27. Its basic principles are:
(1) The intercept of the regression line, 9 0 , was used as the point of reference, yR = Q~, instead of the mean blank signal, ib . (2) The blank signal standard deviation, sb, was replaced by the regression statistic sy, to express the variation of the signal values, yi, around the regression values, yi (see Fig. 3 and eq. (26) below for details). The number of degrees of freeedom involved in the sy calculation usually is considerably higher than that in sb, so a more reliable 0 , estimation is provided in the case when sy is correctly used for this purpose. Unfortunately, for the general straight line calibration model, y = 90 + ~I c , this situation does not apply, as proved in section B.
3sy
However, the concept of utilising the analyte signals in addition to the blank measurements for expressing a relevant standard deviation when working in the concentration region where the population variance remains unchanged, as well as the use of some regression output values, is the basis of the new and correct procedure for the LOD and LOQ calculation, which is presented in sections B and C for the most common calibration models.
B. Umer limit aRRroach related to the calibration curve with an interceDt
A new approach to the LOD and LOQ determination has been developed in this paper to overcome problems that arise when the calibration curve gives a non-zero intercept of the net (blank corrected) signal vs. concentration dependence or, equivalently, when the intercept of the gross signal dependence is not equal to i,,. The most common calibration model of this kind is the general straight line (ref. 21). However, the general polynomial or any other calibration model with a non-zero intercept term (a term which is concentration independent) can be considered. The case of the calibration curve (straight line in the simplest case) passing through a fixed point (the origin) is discussed in section C.
The most important feature introduced in section B is the introduction of the upper limit approach, ULA, which utilises the upper boundary of the signal vs. concentration confidence band to obtain the concentration counterparts of the signal values of the detection and quantification limits. The ULA takes into consideration the uncertainty of the regression line, namely the error of the regression value, io, which is expressed by its variance, s2$,] (ref.
24, 28):
where: io denotes the regression value predicted for a chosen value of the independent variable, i.e. concentration c=co; ns is the number of calibration standards (the total number of points in regression is n = n s + l ) ; ci are the concentration coordinates of the points used for constructing the calibration plot; 6 is the mean value of ci The symbol s i denotes the The variance expressed by eq. (25) where the number of degrees of freedom v = n-m = n,+l-m, and fcal(Co) denotes right-hand side of a given calibration model, e.g. for the general straight line calibration model it is qo + qlco . In the case of the general straight line, the dependence of yu on c i , which defines the confidence band via eq. (28), is a hyperbola (cf. Figs. 4a and 4b, for the cases ULA2 and ULAl).
Estimation of the concentration value to corresponding to the selected value y = yo on the signal axis represents the inverse problem encountered in the prediction of for a given co. Therefore, this operation is called inverse regression (ref. 24) 
or inverse interpolation (ref. 21).
This procedure of 8, calculation is calibration model dependent; e.g. for the general straight line the result is or, generally, for a calibration model of the form y = fcal(C), the equation to be solved for to is:
By analogy with the yu parameter described above, &, is the upper limit of the (1 -a)lOO % confidence interval of the t o value found by inverse regression and it can be calculated using the inverse relationship hu = (yu -qo) / Q~. Of particular significance is the upper confidence limit, &, , of the zero (blank) concentration, 4 = 0. Application of this condition in the regression equation, e.g. yo = 9 0 + 9 1~0 , gives yo = 9 0 , and the substitution co = 0 into eq. (28) leads to a yu value which provides e, by inverse regression, as the concentration LOD value: In order to obtain the signal value corresponding to LOD by means of eq. (34) The approach used in section C is based on the assumption that there is no significant intercept when the net signal is plotted versus concentration in the calibration procedure (the "true" qo value is 0), or equivalently, that the difference between a possible intercept of the gross signal calibration dependence and the mean blank signal is statistically insignificant (the "true" qo is yb). A three-electrode measuring system was used which consisted of either a Dropping Mercury Electrode (DME; drop time 0.5 s) or a Hanging Mercury Drop Electrode (HMDE) of surface area 0.4 mm2 as a working electrode, a Ag/AgCI/KCI (3 mol/L) reference electrode and a platinum mesh auxiliary electrode. The glassy carbon auxiliary electrode, provided by the manufacturer, was found to adsorb cadmium substantially and was therefore replaced by platinum.
Potentiometric Stripping Analysis (PSA) experiments were performed with the Trace Lab PSU20 Potentiometric Stripping Unit (Radiometer, Copenhagen), and an IPEX Computer for data manipulation. For PSA, the mercury film working electrode was prepared in the following way:
A 2 mm diameter glassy carbon electrode was polished with 0.05 pm alumina on a Leco Inc. polishing pad, then rinsed with NANOPURE water. Prior to each experiment, mercury was plated onto the electrode from 1 mg/L Hg(N03)2 in 0.01 mol/L HCI to form a Hg film. A saturated calomel electrode and a platinum wire served as reference and auxiliary electrodes, respectively. The cells used in all experiments were made from high density polyethylene.
Experimental conditions for the Cd2+ reduction and cadmium amalgam oxidation (stripping) were kept as constant as possible for all procedures. In potential scanning experiments, a scan-rate of 4 mV/s was used in the potential range between -0.400 V and -0.800 V vs. Ag/AgCI. The staircase ramp step was 2 mV. The plating potential in all stripping techniques, inluding PSA, was -0.800 V vs. the relevant reference electrode, the plating time was 60 s with stirring, and the rest time was 30 s (stirrer off). For PSA, both mercury (11) and dissolved oxygen were used as chemical oxidants.
Chemicals and reaaents
The AAS (May and Baker Ltd. Dagenham, England) cadmium standard solution (1000 f 5 mg/L) was used for preparation of cadmium stock solutions. 0.01 mol/L HCI, used as the base electrolyte in all studies, was prepared from 32 % (10 mol/L) AR Grade HCI, Ajax Chemicals Ltd. (Sydney, Australia). Barnsted (Duboque, Iowa, USA) NANOPURE deionised water, 16 MS2 cm, was used for preparing all solutions. Degassing of solutions was undertaken for 12 min with high purity nitrogen except for PSA, where this step is not appropriate. When the standard addition procedure was used, degassing was repeated for 90 s after each standard addition.
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
New methods for the LOD and LOQ determination
As indicated in the theory section, the standard application of the IUPAC or the ACS LOD definition, utilising projection of the corresponding yo signal via calibration plot onto the concentration axis (denoted as SA1 and SA2), can lead to a statistically incorrect concentration LOD value (in the case of SA2 even negative values are possible!) in contrast to methods favoured by the present authors which use the intercept of the calibration plot as the reference point. In order to verify its usefulness and fidelity, the new upper limit approach, derived in detail for the two most important and simple straight line calibration models (ULA1 and ULAP), is compared to the two alternative standard ways, SA1 and SA2, as well as to the regression approach, RA, described in ref. 27, using data derived from the electrochemical dertermination of cadmium. The main characteristics of the five methods of the LOD calculation used in this paper are summarised in Table 1 Table 2 ). The differences between the ULAl and ULA2 values are in most cases very small ( Table 2 ). The exception is the case where the ULAl method cannot be applied properly, since the null hypothesis implying a non-significant zero intercept of the calibration plot is rejected (DCTP method, Table 2 ).
A relatively small difference between RA and ULA2 may be understood if the value of the bracketted term in eq. (28) (and consequently, the analogous term in eq. (31)) is separately evaluated and analysed. Such an analysis can be made in a general and quantitative way for a common case of equidistant calibration. For another type of calibration design, a quantitative analysis of the term also is possible, but is not general. For co = 0 and ci equally spaced, the value of (I + l l n +(co -cJ2 / Z(ci -cJ2)"2 varies between 1.414, i.e. 21/2, (for n = 2) and 1.000 (as n approaches infinity) and depends exclusively on n and not on the concentration E (mean value of all concentrations used in the calibration plot). The change with n is maximum for small n values, e.g. 1.414, 1.354, and 1.304 for n = 2, 3, or 4, respectively. The change then becomes smaller and smaller, e.g. for n = 10, 20, and 30 the values of the bracketted term are 1 .I 60, 1.089, and 1.062, respectively. The kD factor, multiplying the s , , value is, in fact, a product of the f-critical value and the bracketted term, and is both n-and a-dependent: From the above mathematical analysis it also follows that even though the magnitude of the third expression in the bracketted term does not depend on the value of E in the case of equidistant calibration, it does for all other calibration designs. In the case of a non-equidistant calibration, the smaller the value of E, the smaller the kD factor, and, the smaller the concentration LOD value. Thus, for the general straight line calibration model and a non-equidistant calibration design with the majority of data points being close to the origin, the ko factor for a given n has a value equivalent to a larger n in the case of equidistant calibration. In fact, the E values, used for the five electrochemical calibration plots relevant to the present study, varied over the range of 48% to 73% of the mean of the smallest (c, = 0) and the largest (c, ) concentrations. This is the reason, why the LOD results calculated by the ULAZ were slightly lower compared to the situation expected on the basis of an equidistant calibration design and closer to the RA results.
A possible special procedure to decrease the mean concentration when designing a nonequidistant calibration experiment is to double the number of the blank signal measurements and to use two points at the zero concentration on the calibration plot. In general, it is possible to design a calibration procedure so that the third expression in brackets in eq. (38) is small relative to the previous two. In the limit where this term is negligible, the expression reduces to the value (1 + Vn)'", consistent with eq. (18). The matrix solution used in Chapter 3.8.2 of ref. 28, applicable for a polynomial calibration model, also leads to the same value of the multiplication factor when a trivial case is considered with a unity vector describing the righthand side of the calibration model (i.e. an exclusively zero analyte concentration is assumed).
The ULAl method assumes a zero intercept of the calibration plot when using net signals and, in general, the calibration model is in this case described by one regression parameter less than a model using a non-zero intercept as is the case in the ULAZ. In a zero intercept model, the calculated regression line is not as close to the calibration points as in the case of a nonzero intercept model, and consequently, the s , , value (expressing a variation of the calibration points around the regression line) is therefore larger in the ULAl method of the LOD calculation than in the ULAZ. It is important to emphasise that the zero net signal corresponding to the (Table 2) .
For any calibration model containing an intercept term, the significance of the intercept can be evaluated at the confidence level a by testing whether the confidence interval of the intercept contains a zero net signal value (see Appendix 1). For this purpose a two-sided t-test is appropriate and a = 0.05 is recommended since there is no reason to use a very high probability. If the model with an intercept is rejected, the corresponding model without an intercept is correct, regardless whether it concerns the s'iraight-line or more complicated models. On the basis of the theory of many analytical methods it follows that a calibration model without an intercept is essential and perfectly reasonable, in the absence of a systematic error. A typical analytical example is given in ref. 30 and a more general case is described in ref. 28.
It follows from the previous discussion that the ULAl method should be used instead of the ULAZ if the hypothesis on the insigificant value of the intercept is accepted. Taking this into the account, the final LOD and LOQ results for Cd analysis by five electrochemical techniques are shown in Table 4 . In accord with the theory presented in this paper, the signal values corresponding to the LOQ, yQ, were calculated assuming equal probabilities a = p = 7, resulting in a simple use of the factor of 3 t( v, a) in the LOQ calculation according to eq. (32).
Appropriate calibration desiun for determination of the LOD and LOQ
The concentration range employed in designing a calibration plot for the LOD and LOQ determination has to be significantly narrower than that designed for general calibration purposes for the following several reasons: Coefficients k~(n-2, a) in the LOD a) Table 2 where a 15-fold multiple of the LOD was used on average.
(2) A possible unfavourable effect of any individual data point on the estimated regression results (regression coefficients particularly) depends on the distance of the independent variable coordinate from the mean value (6 in our case) for a model with an intercept, or from zero in case of an intercept-free calibration model. This so called leverage effect (ref. 28) means that greater influence can be generated by a point far removed from the fulcrum of a lever than by a point closlzr to it. Therefore, the influence of an error in the signal value is much more pronounced if it is derived from a very remote point. ( 3) The calibration model, which is valid in the region close to the LOD, may need to be modified when a large concentration range is used. For example, in a narrow range around the LOD and LOQ a simple straight-line model (and consequently simple calculations) sometimes can be used even though for a large concentration range another model is valid, e.g. a secondorder polynomial.
There are many examples of LOD calculations in the analytical literature where the use of an inadequate calibration design leads to erroneously low concentration LOD values (several orders of magnitude). The main identifying feature of these inadequacies is if the concentration LOD is one or more orders of magnitude below the first analyte (i.e. non-zero) calibration concentration. Calibration design appropriate for the LOD and LOQ determination must be such that the region of calibration points is overlapping the determined LOD and LOQ values.
Comparison of data obtained for different electrochemical techniaues
The LOD and LOQ data, presented in Table 2 and Table 4 for the determination of Cd by five techniques were performed under conditions that are as similar as possible. However, the results in the general context, can be valid only for reversible electrochemical systems and not irreversible processes where considerably different results would be obtained (ref. 32) . Furthermore, the almost constant experimental conditions used for comparison of investigated techniques are not optimal for individual techniques. For example, in case of stripping techniques we found a linear relationship between the electrochemical signal and deposition time for a time interval 20-1200 s for DPSV and 10-600 s for PSA at the concentration level close to the reported LOD. Moreover, for the PSA measurements in HCI base electrolyte, pH 4 was found to be optimal with regard to the sensitivity of the signal. Therefore, assuming a twenty times longer deposition time in DPSV and ten times longer in PSA, the LOD and LOQ data for Cd(ll) by the DPSV and PSA methods would be much lower than in Table 2 and probably limited by the purity of reagents and/or possible analyte adsorption in the cell, rather than by the electrochemical technique itself. In an ideal case, the DPSV method would therefore be predicted to detect Cd below the lo-'' mol/L concentration level on the basis of a reversible Cd(ll) / Cd redox couple.
CONCLUSIONS
In this study we have shown that traditional ways of using of the IUPAC and ACS definitions of the LOD and LOQ can cause errors. Major problems are associated with: (a) an incorrect transition from a large number of observations to a relatively small number, for which the normal distribution cannot be used, (b) the necessity to use a calibration function as the means of converting data from the signal domain to the concentration domain, (c) an incomprehension that the LOD value is based upon the signal value which an individual blank signal observation can exceed only at a small confidence level a. A summary of the consequences and solutions to these problems is as follows:
(1) Instead of population statistics, p and ob, their sample equivalents J&, and sb are frequently used directly and without special care. This error originates straight from the IUPAC definitions ( ref. 1-4) , where differences in population and sample statistics are not distinguished.
(2) The use of the pooled standard deviation, s p , gives a more reliable aproximation of o b than sb provided the assumption of a constant signal variance is valid in the calibration region. It should be noted that the use of the standard error of estimate, s , , , instead of sb (ref. 19,27,33-35) , is not a generally correct approximation for 0,. However, we have proved that it is correct if the straight line passing through the origin is a valid calibration model. values t(v,a) of the t-distribution, which are appropriate if a relatively small number of signal observations is made (ref. 5,7,8) , have been incorrectly used in published papers since a two-sided rather than a one-sided t-test has been applied. Even though the use of critical values t(v,a) has been reported as a reliable substitution of the factor kD = 3, given in the IUPAC and ACS definitions of the LOD, the reports concerning the value of the confidence level a used for t(v,a) are controversial. If the confidence level a is chosen, derived from the use of the factor kD = 3, which is valid for when the normal distribution is assumed, then the consequent extraordinarily high probability level (P = 99.865 %) leads to high values of the concentration LOD and LOQ. The same effect results when a = 0.0005, which was used in ref. 8. Only in a few papers (ref. 18,19,36) has the value of a = 0.01, which we consider as the optimum for the LOD and LOQ calculation via t ( v, a) , been suggested. The use of a = 0.05 (an alternative in ref. 19), which is common in analytical chemistry and has been almost exclusively used after the IUPAC -I S 0 Harmonization Meeting in 1993, yields lower concentration LOD and LOQ values. Lower values of the kD factor can be unacceptable if a substantial deviation from the t-distribution were concerned and a too low probability would result from the application of Tschebyscheff s inequality (ref. 8,12 ).
(4) The inappropriate use of a calibration function as a convertor between the signal and concentration/mass domains is another source of error in LOD and LOQ calculations. It needs to be stressed that (a) in practice the intercept of the calibration plot is not identical with the mean blank signal value even though this is assumed in both the IUPAC and ACS definitions 8,19,23,27,33,34,37,38 ). These methods use such different geometrical constructions and calculation details that it is not possible to discuss them individually. However, generally, the methods using both the lower as well as the upper confidence limits lead to higher LOD values compared to our Upper Limit Approach.
(5) In practice, appropriate calibration designs for determination of the LOD and LOQ frequently are violated. In accordance with ref. 7 "...it should be noted that, in general, it is not permissible to calculate detection limits ... at concentration levels much higher than the detection limits". A correct experimental design also encompasses the concept that the maximum possible prevention against unique interference effects for individual samples of analyte is considered (ref. 6).
RECENT DEVELOPMENTS
Ideally, the LOD and LOQ calculation method need to be fairly simple if they are to be widely used. Some published analytical papers do not meet this requirement. In practice, the LOQ is much less frequently used than the LOD and it seems therefore impractical to recommend the reporting of three limits which are connected to the use of the factors kD, k,, and k Q . For practical reasons, we therefore recommend only the use of the LOD defined via kD = 3 and the LOQ defined via kQ = 9 for a large number of observations (where the assumption of the normal distribution is correct) and in other cases, for a limited number of observations, the use of the Upper Limit Approach which provides the necessary correction of the kD and kQ factors. This suggestion originates from the protocols associated with the IUPAC and ACS definitions. Obviously, approaches more remote to the IUPAC and ACS definitions of the LOD and LOQ are possible, e.g. the method based on the lower confidence limit of the analyte signal instead of the upper limit for the blank signal (ref. 37), direct use of the relative standard deviation (ref. 35,39-41) , or application of a more complex statistical theory (ref. 19,33) , but their inherent complexity and/or lack of compatibility with the standard IUPAC and ACS definitions would probably exclude their wide acceptance by analytical chemists. Recently, except in ref. 42, where the use of the factor kd = 3 or, preferentially, kd = 242 = = 2.828 is recommended (in the statistical interpretation of the detection limit by using of signal-to-background ratio and the relative standard deviation of the background), the t-critical values have been commonly used. Thus, despite the differences in evaluation methods, the number of observations (measurements) generally is now being incorporated into the definition of the limit of detection. That is, sample sfatistics are gradually replacing the formerly used population statistics.
Another feature, emerging in the majority of recent reports, aimed at achieving a better approximation of the population blank standard deviation (ref. 43-46) and which matches our approach, is the use of regression parameters derived from the calibration dependence. Of course, this is not a new insight with respect to the LOD evaluation, as several variants of such an approach have been published in the past (e.g. in ref. [47] [48] [49] [50] 19, 23, 27) and where the inspiration for our upper limit approach originates. 18, 19, 36, 44, 45, 53, 54 is within this interval and can be considered as optimum for the evaluation of the limit of detection. However, since the above mentioned range has not been declared officially, we have retained the limits for a = 0.05 in the final results which are presented in Table 4 .
Three limits are defined in the German standard (ref. 45). The third limit, corresponding to the limit of quantification (Bestimmungsgrenze), is approximated as the k-multiple of the first limit and the suggested value k=3, used in the demonstrated example, is strikingly equivalent to our recommended approach for the LOQ calculation, i.e. to the 90, concept. Despite the calculation method differences, the similarity of our approach with that contained in the German standard also is pronounced in the stepwise calculation of the second and third limits, which enables the arbitrary choice of the coefficient used for the LOQ calculation to be omitted. The designation of the German first limit (Nachweisgrenze) is much closer to the English term "limit of detection" than the second limit (Erfassungsgrenze).
Finally, it is necessary to consider the differences between the concept we have presented and the one originating from ref. 9 and finalized in the document in ref. 46. Importantly, the main difference is not statistical but philosophical. The reasoning behind the definition of the second limit as the limit of detection in ref. 46 is well understood. However, we consider that it is more correct to name the first limit as the limit of detection, since it is connected to the situation when a single analyte signal can be differentiated from the blank signal with a high probability. Furthermore, the concentration relative to this signal is an important performance characteristics of each measuring instrument. We believe that the second limit, declared newly (in ref. 46) as the detection limit, or minimum detectable quantity, can be also used in qualitative analysis, e.g. for identification purposes. A relatively complicated theory (employing also noncentral t-distribution) has been fully elaborated for calculation of this limit (ref. 19,46 and citations therein) . The calculated value based on this theory is approximately equal double that of the first limit (ref. 55 ). This result is consistent with our approach except that another designation is provided for this limit. We do not consider the second limit to be exceptionally important, since in our opinion it is just the limit at which the analyte can be identified with a high probability (where the a-and p errors are comparable) by a single measurement. Of course, the p error value is smaller if several signal measurements are performed for qualitative analysis purposes and in this case the second limit (approximated by the equality a = p) shifts towards the first limit.
The "Guide to the Expression of Uncertainty in Measurement" (ref. 51) published in 1993 by IS0 in collaboration with six other bodies, including IUPAC, established general rules for evaluating and expressing uncertainty in measurement across a broad spectrum of measurements, including measurements in Chemistry. This document is highly relevant whenever the results of a measurement are reported, since uncertainty is a parameter associated with the result of the measurement, that characterizes the dispersion of the values that could reasonably be attributed to the measurand (ref. 51,56) . It is important to note that the uncertainty of the independent variable arising from random variability in the dependent variable in linear least squares calibration is given (ref. 52) by an equation equivalent to our eq. (27b). Thus, without going into the details, the limit of detection can be defined in this paper as the concentration or amount of the analyte given by the expanded uncertainty of the analytefree sample determined via calibration dependence and by using of the one-sided critical tvalue as the coverage factor.
APPENDIX 1
For the sake of completeness, the equations for the calculation of regression parameters, their standard deviations and confidence intervals are given in this section. They are organised according to the assumed model of the calibration function. A statistical test for the intercept and guides for the use of weighted regression are included.
Test for the intercept -calibration function y = 8, + 8,c
The regression parameters 9 0 and 91, estimating the population (i.e. "true") regression It is necessary to test the hypotheses H, and H, defined as where 8,, is, in general, some preconceived value of 8,. In our case either 8,, = 0, if net signals are assumed, or 8,, = ib for gross signals; the statistic ( 9 0 -Oo0) I sq0 is distributed as f(n-2, a12). The hypothesis H, is rejected with the probability ( l -a ) if ( 9 0 -Boo) / sqo 2 f(n-2, a / 2 ) , otherwise H, is accepted if ( 9 0 -Oo0) / sqo < f(n-2, aI2). If the calibration model with the line passing through the origin is used, then summation starts from i = 1 , otherwise it starts from i = 0 which is related to the blank and the number of points n should be replaced by the number of calibration standards n,.
This weighted least squares method is practical only if the number of replications is different for some of the calibration standards or the blank, i.e. if at least one equal sign in the expression n7 = n2 = ... = ns (= no, as noted in the previous paragraph) is not valid. If the number of replications is the same, which is strongly recommended, and population variances can be assumed constant in the region of calibration, then ordinary least squares (generally used in this paper) are applicable. In this case the mean signal values are used instead of the individual signal measurements and the number of degrees of freedom follows from the number of calibration points n instead of Zni.
APPENDIX 2 323
Description of data depicted in Fia. 2
For the reasons specified below, the data used for construction of Figs. 2-4 do not exactly correspond to any of the results presented in Table 2 . Depicted data in the figures were obtained predominantly from real data associated with the determination of cadmium (11) by direct current tast polarography (DCTP). Each data point on the graphs represents the mean of 8 replications. Since all data are the same for the methods SA1, SA2, RA, ULAl and ULA2, this form of presentation enables the features of the five chosen methods for the LOD evaluation to be illustrated. For the sake of clarity net signals are used in the figures, signal axes are drawn in nanoamperes and concentration axes in micromoles per liter. There are 8 points corresponding to the calibration standards plus the origin point [0, 01 corresponding to the blank. This point coincides with the fixed point of the model when calculating the LOD by the ULAl method, therefore it is not used in regression in this case. Points are numbered from 0 (blank) to 8.
Of the 9 depicted points in Figs. 2-4 , the points 0, 3 and 8 were unchanged from the recorded DCTP data. One half of the replications, i.e. four of eight, were simulated for the points 1, 2 and 4. All eight replications were simulated for the points 5, 6 and 7, so that the mean value in these cases are fully dependent on the simulations. The maximum relative change of the mean signal of partially or fully simulated data was 13.3 % (point 1) compared to the mean of the measured data. As a consequence of the described data design, the intercept was changed from qo = 3.47 pmol/L (real data) to qo = 2.08 pmol/L intentionally. When using the real DCTP data, the intercept was large (a negative LOD value for SA2 in Table 2 !), so it was optimal -for illustration purposes -to make changes in the data to give a lower intercept value (on the other hand, data providing a zero intercept do not show the differences in the methods of the LOD evaluation). A completely simulated experiment could have been used, however, we prefer a compromise aimed at achieving illustration power while still preserving a strong correspondence between the partially simulated data in the figures and the real data evaluated in the tables. weight of the i-th point in regression signal value related via calibration function to the chosen concentration value co signal value related to the limit of detection signal value related to the limit of detection defined by the demand of equal a-and /3-errors; it is a lower boundary of the region where the analyte is detected with a high probability (i.e. 1 -p ) according to a single signal measurement signal value related to the limit of quantification reference point on the signal axis for YO and YQ calculating one-sided upper confidence limit of the signal value (a series of yu values, corresponding to different concentrations, create a border line demarcating the confidence band) mean blank signal regression value of the signal related to the chosen concentration value co by the calibration function regression value of the signal at the i-th point of the calibration dependence significance level, a complementary quantity to the confidence level confidence level which expresses the probability that the expected (true) value of an estimated quantity is in the confidence interval of that quantity probabilities (the overall probability is assumed to be 1); e.g. a determines the risk that a true blank signal would be interpreted as the analyte (a -error, e.g. cz = 0.05), / 3 determines the risk that a true analyte signal would be interpreted as the blank signal (p-error), y is a form of p - -function defining the calibration model (calibration function) -numerical factor used for defining the limit of detection (in the signal domain) according to both the original IUPAC concept and that contained in this paper -numerical factor defining the signal limit where the type I error and the type II error (a-and p errors) are equal -numerical factor used for defining the limit of quantification (in the signal domain) -number of regression parameters -number of regression points -number of the analyte signal measurements -number of the blank signal measurements -number of replicative measurements of the i-th calibration standard signal -number of calibration standards -intercept of the calibration plot -slope of the calibration plot -analyte signal standard deviation (in the region close to the LOD) -blank signal standard deviation -pooled standard deviation -standard error of estimate (residual standard deviation) in regression -variance of the quantity implied as the argument in brackets, e.g. yi -weight of the i-th point in regression -signal value related via calibration function to the chosen concentration value co -signal value related to the limit of detection -signal value related to the limit of detection defined by the demand of equal a -and fl-errors; it is a lower boundary of the region where the analyte is detected with a high probability (i.e. 1 -p ) according to a single signal measurement -signal value related to the limit of quantification -reference point on the signal axis for yo and yQ calculating -one-sided upper confidence limit of the signal value (a series of yu values, corresponding to different concentrations, create a border line demarcating the confidence band) -mean blank signal -regression value of the signal related to the chosen concentration value co by the calibration function i, -regression value of the signal at the i-th point of the calibration dependence a -significance level, a complementary quantity to the confidence level 1-a -confidence level which expresses the probability that the expected (true) value of an estimated quantity is in the confidence interval of that quantity a, P, y -probabilities (the overall probability is assumed to be 1); e.g. a determines the risk that a true blank signal would be interpreted as the analyte (a -error, e.g. a = 0.05), 
